
COLORBALM FAQs

What are Color Balms?
Color Balms are a color depositing conditioners. The Color Balms deposit color on to hair to refresh the 
existing color that is present in the hair.

Are all shades recommended for every color level?
Clear is the only shade that can be used on all types of hair. Please use this chart to identify the level for 
each Color Balm shade.

Can I use Color Balm on non-color tCan I use Color Balm on non-color treated hair?
Yes, Color Balms can be used on non-color treated hair. The color deposited will depend on the natural 
color of hair. The chart in the previous answer to identify the level for best results.

How many shades are available?
6 shades + 1 clear shade

Do I need to use a color treated shampoo?   
It is recommended to use ColorLast Shampoo to prep the hair prior to applying Color Balms.

How long do Color Balms last?How long do Color Balms last?
The pigment deposited by Color Balms will keep your hair bright as long as you continue using them. 
Color Balms are formulated to gradually fade out over time, the longevity will depend on the porosity of 
the hair and on the Color Balm shade used. Because of their vibrancy, shades like Red Poppy, Saffron 
Red and Lavender may last longer than shades like, Cinnamon, Chai Tea and Earl Grey.

Will ColorBalms cover my grays?
Color Balms do not cover grays, since they are considered a deposit only color. 
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How do you use Color Balms?
Apply to washed, towel-dried hair. Spread using a comb/your fingers. Let sit for 5-10 minutes depending on 
desired intensity. Rinse.

How much Color Balm do I use?
Enough to saturate from root to ends, or wherever refresh or color is needed.

Can I intermix Color Balms?
YYes, Color Balm shades can be intermixed.

How long do I keep Color Balm in my hair?
We recommend keeping Color Balm in your hair for 5-10 minutes depending on desired end result. 

What happens if I keep Color Balms on longer then 10 mins?
Since its is a color refreshing conditioner, the longer it is on, the more intense and deeper the color will become.

Can I put color balms on dry hair?
WWe recommend shampooed clean hair that is still wet for proper saturation and distribution of the Color Balm. 
This will help provide optimum results with even color uptake.

How often can I use the Color Balms? 
Color Balms can be used up to once per week.

Do I have to wear gloves with Color Balms?
Yes, we recommend using gloves when applying Color Balms.

Do I need to do a patch test?
YYes, we always recommend doing a patch test with
all Color Balms. Directions can be found on back of
Color Balm pack.


